
Harvard Medical School graduate creates 
the first-ever, completely natural remedy 
for stress, sleep and pain! 

SEE INSIDE  
FOR DETAILS. ➧

Drug-free relief is Here!
x

 Relieve Stress... 
 Ease Pain...
  Dissolve  

Anxiousness... 

 Enjoy  
Restful Sleep – 
Every Night!

3  Get rid of late night sleeplessness

3  Soothe painful muscles and joints

3  Elevate your mood and ease worry

3  Boost mental and physical energy

3  And so much more... 

Two Patented  
Ingredients Help:

and
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Dear friend,
According to a study published in the 

 Alternative Medicine Review, “75-90 percent of 
visits to primary care physicians are related to 
stress — or problems associated with stress.” 

A study published in the Journal of Pain 
reports that almost one in three adults over 60 
suffer from persistent pain. 

That means pain and stress affect  
nearly every American adult. So, if you  
are one of them… 

If pain is part of your everyday life... if stress 
is keeping you up at night... if you’ve had to give 
up activities you love—if feelings of dread or 
anxiousness keep you from social activities… 

This is the best news  
you’ll read all year!

Because, Harvard Medical School graduate,  
Dr. Gregory Smith has combined the power of 
two of Nature’s most potent nutrients in one TINY 
capsule, Hemp Extract and Sensoril® for a 
one-of-a-kind remedy that can... 

n Ease feelings of stress, fear and unease
n Keep you calm and focused
n Get rid of late night sleeplessness
n Soothe painful muscles and joints
n Elevate your mood and ease worry

Until now, mainstream medicine’s 
solutions have been expensive, only 

partially effective and potentially 
harmful... that ends today

We are an incredibly stressed out society. More 
than one in five Americans was on some kind of 
mainstream psychological or behavioral remedy 
in 2010... up 22% from 2001. And those numbers 
are only increasing. 

The problem with these so-called solutions 
is that they can come with side-effects ranging 
from dizziness and nausea, to weight gain, sexual 
problems—even seizures. 

Some of them are habit-forming... many lose 
their effectiveness over time... and they can take 
up to a month and a half to “kick in”.

Adding insult to injury, feeling stressed and 
anxious can lead to physical pain... and physical 
pain can lead to feeling stressed and anxious—
research proves that the two can create a vicious 
cycle of increasing physical and emotional pain. 
In other words, having one can make the 
other worse. 

Harvard research confirms, “People suffering 
from poor mood, for example, tend to experience 
more severe and long-lasting pain than other 
people.” 

That’s why the research on  
full-spectrum Hemp Extract is so 

exciting—it can help conquer stress, 
sleeplessness and pain FAST!

The studies are stacking up faster 
than I can write about them. 

In a 2019 study, nearly 80% of patients 
in the Hemp Extract test group 
showed a marked decrease 
in anxiousness and 67% had 
improved sleep scores after 
just 30 days. 

Another 30 day, double-
blind,  placebo-controlled 
study—the gold-standard 
in human clinical 
research—showed that 
 anxiousness scores 
dropped an average 
of nearly 25% after 

      This amazing breakthrough  halts the vicious cycle of pain,  
              anxiousness and stress … STUDIES SHOW IT! 
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      This amazing breakthrough  halts the vicious cycle of pain,  
              anxiousness and stress … STUDIES SHOW IT! 

just 30 days... and by more than 31% at the end of 
three months.

And, in a small study, published in the Journal 
of Alternative and Complementary Medicine, 
after just eight weeks, 91% of adults suffering 
from stress associated with traumatic events saw 
huge improvements. 

That’s just the tip of the iceberg! 
In a study published by the U.S. National  

Library of Medicine, patients reported a 30% 
decrease in pain. 

I’m talking about everything from burning 
and tingling to numbness in the legs and feet—
reduced by almost a third. 

Best of all, the benefits of  
Hemp Extract with CBD... 

4 Do not diminish over time
4 It’s completely natural
4 And it’s 100% lega across the  

United States
Not only do you NOT need a prescription, 

much less a trip to the doctor’s office, but the  
risk of side effects is almost zero!

CBD is the most 
well-known  medicinal 
compound in the hemp 
plant. But the hemp 
plant also offers us 
beneficial terpenes, 
flavonoids and other 
healthful compounds.

So, companies 
touting the merits of 
their “CBD isolate” 
are actually depriving 
you of so many other 
healthy nutrients! 

That’s why we use 100% organically  
grown full-spectrum Hemp Extract with  
CBD. Full-spectrum hemp is considered the 
“gold standard” because it has the full range 
of compounds that work together to achieve a 
GREATER degree of wellness and relief!

When it comes to your health, insist  
on the best!

In fact, full-spectrum Hemp Extract with 
CBD only comes with side benefits. 

n Powerful antioxidant properties to protect 
your cellular DNA

n Slowing the negative effects of aging 

n And supercharging your immune system

That’s why full-spectrum Hemp Extract is one 
of the key ingredients in CannaCalm!

(please turn)

Why “plain old” CBD 
isn’t enough

Relieves years of 
feeling anxious  

and having  
trouble  

sleeping!    ”

“



SENSORIL®: The Latest Break through in Stress, Anxiousness, 
and Sleeplessness That Makes Everything Else Obsolete!
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YES!  In fact, stress is one  
of the leading causes  

of sudden death! 
Everyone experiences 

stress. Whether it’s pressures at 
work,  financial worries, troubled 
 relationships or worrying about  
your health. 

Ongoing stress can really do a 
number on your heart, digestion, 
immunity, and your memory. Plus, 
it can trigger headaches, muscle 
aches, even sexual problems.

Stress Hormones  
are the Culprit

When you feel stressed, your 
body releases stress hormones 

 cortisol and adrenaline which 
increase your heart rate and cause 
your liver to release extra glucose.

Over time, this constant state 
of stress can cause you to overeat, 
keep you up at night, slow healing, 
and make  dangerous  inflammation 
levels skyrocket... making your aches 
and pains even worse. 

CannaCalm Relieves  
Anxiousness, Panic,  

and Stress!
The ingredients in  CannaCalm 

are shown to ease stress, relieve 
sleeplessness, reduce worry, even 
vanquish pain while  boosting your 
outlook on life!

Don’t take my word for it.

Call 1-800-574-1723
and learn how you can put  

CannaCalm to the test for a full  
90 days without risking a penny. 

annaCalm is a powerful, doctor- 
formulated, breakthrough remedy to 

combat stress, dissolve anxiousness and  
ease pain—quickly, safely, and naturally. 

Here’s how it works...
It combines all of the  incredible 

benefits of Hemp Extract with a 
potent, stress-relieving herb called 
Sensoril®—a  patented,  proprietary 
extract of the  legendary  adaptogen, 
 Ashwagandha that’s EIGHT TIMES 

MORE POTENT than ordinary ashwagandha. 
Adaptogens, like ashwagandha, are naturally 

occurring nutrients that help your body adapt 
to mental, physical, and emotional stressors— 
restoring balance, easing tension and protecting 
your body from the negative effects of stress. 

Sensoril® is the perfect partner  
to Hemp Extract because... 

In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study, the 

folks taking just 125 mg of Sensoril® (the same 
dose you’ll get in a single dose of CannaCalm) 
saw their...  

c Ability to sleep soundly improve 71%...
c Energy and endurance shot up by 53%... 
c Focus and concentration increased 50%...
c Feelings of irritability dropped 71%...

Here’s the thing... in the same study, one group 
of patients took 125 mg of Sensoril® twice a day, 
and WOW!

Stress and anxiousness  
are significantly reduced by  

the end of the study
Not only that, but their... 
c Energy and endurance shot up by 79%... 
c Focus and concentration increased 76%...
c Feelings of irritability dropped 76%...
That means, whether you stick with a single 

dose, or double up for extra support, this 

C

Is stress really “A KILLER”? 
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(please turn)

combination of full-spectrum Hemp Extract 
with CBD and Sensoril® can turn even the 
gloomiest day around FAST. 

n RELEASING feelings of doom... 

n CALMING stress... 

n DISSOLVING feelings of anxiousness... 

n LIFTING your mood... 

n RELIEVING pains, strains, aches  
and tingles... 

n Even BOOSTING your energy, focus 
and concentration!

Plus, you can count on getting a great night’s 
sleep, all night every night—starting from the 
very first dose.

When it comes to sleep, Sensoril®, once or 
twice a day, was compared with placebo... and 
the results speak for themselves. 

The Sensoril® groups saw  
their sleeplessness complaints  

drop to almost ZERO!
After 30 days there was a huge improvement. 

But after just 60 days, their sleep problems were 
reduced to almost nothing.

And here’s the thing about adaptogens like 
ashwagandha—unlike a lot of those mainstream 
standbys, adaptogens work even better the 
longer you take them.

So the longer you let Sensoril® work its 
magic, the better you’ll feel!

Imagine life without feeling stressed... 
without feeling anxious... and with  

virtually no physical pain
As feelings of dread and anxiousness lift, 

you’ll be able to enjoy social functions, attend 
concerts, even speak in front of a crowd without 
feeling panicked to the bone, dripping in sweat... 

Sensoril® Reduces Stress 
and Anxiousness FAST!

Baseline to 
Day 30

Baseline to 
Day 60

-39.5%

-69.9%

4

3

2

1

0

n  Effect of Sensoril® 125 mg twice a day
n  Effect of Sensoril® 125 mg once a day
n  Placebo

Sensoril® Effect on   
Sleeplessness

Day 0                         Day 30                         Day 60

In no time at all, you can feel calm,  
cool and in control!

Sleep complaints virtually GONE  
after just 60 days!

SENSORIL®: The Latest Break through in Stress, Anxiousness, 
and Sleeplessness That Makes Everything Else Obsolete! Hemp 

Extract
Sensoril®
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As you dissolve away those feelings of stress, 
traffic jams, business meetings, tight deadlines, 
and to-do lists begin to feel like a breeze... 

As pain gives way to comfort, you can get back 
to enjoying your favorite activities—go for a walk 
or a bike ride... 

... bound up the stairs without using the  
rail... chase after the grandkids... heck, even 
getting out of bed without feeling stiff and achy 
could be the life-changing benefit you’ve been 
looking for. 

And you can have it all starting in just days! 

Lactium and Lemon Balm  
for even more support! 

In a recent study, folks taking 
300 mg of a Lemon Balm extract 
reported a 72% drop in symptoms 
associated with stress, and a 
39% reduction in sleep problems. 
So you can bet we’ve included 
 exactly 300 mg of Lemon Balm in 
every daily dose of CannaCalm.

You’ll also get a hearty dose of 
Lactium®, a proprietary milk peptide 
shown to improve sleep and melt away stress, 
without making you feel dopey or drowsy.

Combined with full-spectrum Hemp Extract 
and concentrated Sensoril®, CannaCalm is 
simply today’s best natural remedy for easing 
tension and lifting away anxiousness FAST. But 
there’s one small catch...

CannaCalm is  
NOT available in stores

In fact, you can only get CannaCalm right 
here, right now, through this very special offer. 

You see, because I know you’re someone 
who’s interested in the natural benefits of full-

spectrum Hemp Extract with CBD... 
and, since we already know that just 

about every adult in our country 
lives with some level of stress and 
pain... 

I thought you’d want to get 
your hands on a risk-free  
bottle of CannaCalm as quickly 
as possible. 

Better still, if you respond in 
the next 14 days, you can claim 

your FREE gifts (see details on 
page 8) to start easing your pain, 

dissolving away stress and easing feelings of 
anxiousness. 

LEMON 
BALM slashes 

feelings of 
anxiousness 

by up to  

72%!

CannaCalm Cream Calms Aches and Pains  
and Gets You Comfortable!

Get your FREE jar of  
CannaCalm Cream today...  
see page 8 for details!

Get 
Yours 

FREE!*

CannaCalm Cream 
combines the pain-relieving 
properties of Hemp Extract with 
15+ other natural skin loving 
ingredients guaranteed to deliver 
fast relief on contact. 

You can use it every day as 
much as you like. CannaCalm 
Cream is completely odorless 

and lightweight... a little goes  
a long way!

Now you can combine 
 CannaCalm capsules and 
Cream and experience a whole 
new level of rapid pain relief!
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But just to make sure there’s nothing stopping 
you from ordering today, please know...  

You can put CannaCalm to  
the test for a full 90 days without 

risking a dime!
Everyone’s body and situation are  different... 

everyone’s needs and expectations are 
 different... so I can’t make you any promises... 

But I can give you this ironclad, rock-solid 
guarantee.

If you don’t notice your feelings of dread, 
anxiousness or panic lifting away with ease...  
if you’re not sleeping like a baby, all night... if 
you don’t notice a dramatic drop in aches, pains, 
stiffness and tingling... SEND IT BACK.

I’d hate to spend my hard-earned money on 
something that doesn’t work for me. So I’d never 
ask you to give up a single penny on a product 
that doesn’t work for you.

If you aren’t absolutely blown away by what 
CannaCalm can do for you, simply give us 
a call and we’ll refund every last penny (less 
shipping) no questions asked... CannaCalm 
MUST work for you, or it’s FREE! 

So, why wait? Claim your risk-free supply 
today and say goodbye to pain—say goodbye 
to feelings of stress and anxiousness and start 
living a happy, active, life... starting today.

Sincerely,

Dr. Gregory Smith, MD

P.S. Drug free relief for the body and mind 
is now a reality. Now you can relieve stress... 
dissolve anxiousness... ease pain... and  
enjoy a restful night’s sleep, every night.  
And for a very limited time, you can claim  
your FREE gifts with your order. But we 
MUST hear from you in the next 14 days. 
Don’t wait, fill out the Risk-Free Savings 
 Certificate on page 8 or, for fastest service 
call 1-800-574-1723 now!

A natural answer for 
our troubled veterans

Estimates show that up to 31% of  
military veterans suffer from stress associated 
with traumatic experiences. It can effect their 
sleep, mood and can often lead to substance 
abuse disorders.

But recent research shows that  individuals 
with this form of stress tend to have low 
levels of a natural endocannabinoid called 
anandamide — a chemical responsible  
for feelings of wellbeing, memory, motivation, 
and more.  

Full-spectrum Hemp Extract with CBD  
has a powerful effect on anandamine levels, 
helping to correct this imbalance  boosting 
mood, improving sleep and 
combating many of the negative 
side effects of stress.

Learn what CannaCalm 
can do for you — 

turn to page 8 and claim  
your free gifts when you order  

your risk-free supply.
(please turn)



 YES, I want to break free from pain, ease away stress and dissolve feelings of 
anxiousness. Please send me CannaCalm in the quantity checked below. I understand 
I’m covered by your 90-day, 100% Customer Satisfaction Guarantee.

 BEST Value: Buy 5, Get 3 FREE GIFTS! Just $149.75! 
I get a full 7-month supply of CannaCalm, a FREE 
BONUS gift of 1 jar of CannaCalm Cream, plus 
FREE Shipping (a $7.95 value). I Save $97.80!

 This is our Lowest price per bottle!

 Great Value: Buy 3, Get 1 FREE! Just $89.85!  
I get a full four-month supply of CannaCalm,  
plus FREE Shipping (a $7.95 value)! A savings  
of $37.90!

METHOD OF PAYMENT: 
 Please charge:                              

Card #______________________________________

CVV #_______________  Expires ______/_______       

Amount $ __________________________________

Signature:__________________________________                          

 My check is enclosed for U.S. $____________  
     (Payable to Activalife Research). 

Get THREE FREE GIFTS  
With Our Best Value Option!

Name____________________________________

Address__________________________________  

City_________________________________________

State:______________  Zip Code:_________________

Email Address: ___________________________ 

Phone Number: (_____) ______ - ____________  
(Optional, in case we have a question about your order.)

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

For Fastest Service Call Today:

1-800-574-1723
24 Hours a Day / 7 Days a Week  

Mention promo code: CMX1907A-001

Or, Mail this order form in the 
enclosed envelope to:  

Activalife Research, 200 W. 39th St., 
#20, New York, NY 10018

+

+

 Trial Offer: Just $29.95!
I’d like to try it! Send me 1 bottle (a 30 day supply) of CannaCalm for $29.95 
plus $7.95 shipping and handling! Total Cost $37.90.

100% Satisfaction  
Guarantee!

Activalife Research guarantees the purity, the superior 
quality, and potency of its HEMP products. If you are 
not 100% satisfied... simply return the products 
within 90 days for a full refund of the purchase price 
— less S&H.

3 FREE 
Gifts!

Risk-Free Savings Certificate — Don’t Wait! Call 1-800-574-1723

FREE
Gift!

!


